
cleaning and care

reference : as1 & as2

this coMposite Material contains natural Mineral fillers and reinforced resins. 

the 10MM thick coMplex structure of the Mineralstone™, with the use of gelcoats, forMs a 
Material which is highly suitable for the Manufacture of sanitaryware products.

- clean the surface with a daMp non-abrasive cloth or sponge.

- reMove light dirt with conventional liquid detergents or clay creaM (100% natural).

- after cleaning, rinse the surface thoroughly with clean water.

liMestone deposits can easily be reMoved with white vinegar or special anti-liMe products. to 
reMove grease, use alkaline cleaners, like a classic dishwashing product.

in case of More pronounced fouling, use liquid aMMonia or conventional dishware. however, 
do not keep these products too long in contact with the surface to be cleaned.

to reMove surface scratches :

- on a glossy surface : use a car polish with a soft cloth,

- on a Mat surface : use an abrasive sponge (scotchbright type) with an abrasive cleaner.

daily care

the use of abrasive and aggressive products should be avoided (scouring powders, brushes, 
abrasive sponges, etc.).

do not place lit cigarettes, do not cut on the surface. do not use Metal scraper.

 
our sanitary products are guaranteed 5 years under the following conditions defined:

- installation by professionals, according to the rules of the art, standards and dtu
- intended use of their destinations and their use

- regular Maintenance by the user according to the Maintenance instructions

- norMal wear or deterioration by foreign bodies carried by water

- freezing and resulting daMage

- accidental shock through negligence or intentional

- use of corrosive or abrasive products for cleaning

- poor installation

 
no return of goods (bath, basin, basin, receiver) can be Made without the prior agreeMent of 
thg. shipMents Must be Made by the shipper prepaid and addressed to the after-sales service of 
thg. the products Must be packed in such a way that they do not cause any daMage or daMage. 
upon receipt the products are appraised.

- if the fault is due to thg, it is either repaired or replaced.
- if the defect is not attributable to thg, an expert report is drawn up, the product

May be repaired or replaced at the sender’s expense upon acceptance.

any deterioration of the return product will not be covered by the warranty.

restrictions

fields of application

of the warranty

exclusion of warranty

 

ManageMent of the warranty


